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The technology, stupid?

When James Carville, Bill Clinton’s

campaign strategist, coined the phrase

“The economy, stupid” as one of the key

issues to focus on during the latter’s run

for president, he probably did not realize

that what was intended for an internal

audience would become the de facto

campaign slogan for the successful

presidential bid. 

The 1992 campaign used the then

prevailing recession to unseat George

Bush Sr. Twenty-four years later, another

prevailing recession triggered by the

2008 market collapse, was again

advantageously used to cause major

political upsets in both Europe and the

United States. But here’s the thing: Have

voters missed the point?

Some may think that voters, be it during

the Brexit referendum or the Trump

campaign, allowed talk of isolationism

and protectionism to lure them into

thinking they were safeguarding their

jobs and their future. But although the

2016 campaigners were very vocal in

citing the threats across the border and

the sea, no one mentioned the threat

growing right in their backyard. In the

future, it is not immigrants who will be

cashing in the pink slips, it will be the

robots. Technology has become an 

all-pervasive part of our lives, an

indispensable tool in our offices, our

homes, our kitchens and even our

bedrooms. This is not a threat. Progress

is the normal course of human evolution.

Sic semper erat, et sic semper erit, thus has

it always been, and thus shall it ever be.

Technology is not to be feared, it is to be

understood and assimilated. 

This issue of Middle east Point of View

is replete with articles that showcase 

not what might be, but what is. From

Emmanuel Durou and Gaurav Govil’s

article about artificial intelligence (Rise 

of the creative robot: Machine Learning 

in Media,) through Tom Bullock’s article

about data analytics and how they can

help companies reach untapped value

(Realizing untapped value through data

analytics) and Nipun Srivastava’s article

on blockchain, (Blockchain moves to the

public sector,) the message is the same:

technology is ubiquitous, embrace it or

risk being left behind. 

Maya Rafii and Hiba Said highlight 

how technology has affected human

resources. In their article Walk the talk:

What “good” looks like, they say:

“Organizations now have a matrix

structure with dispersed virtual teams, 

a flat hierarchy and a continuous need 

to shift team structures. These

organizations also present different work

models with smart technology solutions.”

As such, they argue, in searching for

optimal performance, leaders “who give

more of their time to their people will

create a long-term effect on their

workforce and impact the entire client

experience as well as the organization 

as a whole.”

In other articles (we at MEPOV pride

ourselves on our inquisitiveness and

versatility,) Uthman Al-Basri looks at the

banking sector in the Middle East region

and drivers for consolidation. Tighter

liquidity, increased competition and other

market forces, including digitization are

spurring the need for consolidation, he

writes in his article Banking—the case for

consolidation, and adds: “Past mergers in

the region have demonstrated the merits

of tie-ups and borne fruitful results.” 

In his article on growth Returning to high

growth: do markets know best? Dr. Louis

Hobeika, Professor of Economics at NDU

Lebanon challenges “the idea dominating

economic thought in the past few

decades […] that the state should limit

itself to setting the parameters in which

the private sector can work, innovate and

grow.” With growth numbers steadily

decreasing over the last few decades, he

argues that “we should invest in thinking

big about new roles for everybody,

including the state.”

In our last article, we turn our eyes to

Iraq, a country “with proven reserves […]

in excess of the entire proven reserves of

the United States […] a projected US$5

trillion in Oil & Gas revenues between

2013 - 2035 [and] an urgent need for

housing and other infrastructure

projects.” As such, there are many

opportunities and a huge potential for

prospective investors, say Ayad Mirza 

and Bahaa Arnouk, who outline the

various business models international

companies are adopting to invest in Iraq

in their article Call me PPM: Iraq, a

prominent potential market.

At the Middle East Point of View, we aspire

to provoke thought and discussion. We

hope that you will find much to debate in

this issue. There is much that technology

can and will replace in the future, but for

now, the nature of knowledge and

existence remain strictly human

attributes.

ME PoV editorial team

A word from the
editorial team
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s machine learning (ML) paves

the way to becoming a game

changer in the global economy,

we expect the media sector to accelerate

its investment in ML solutions to become

part of this technological disruption.

Globally, ML is already touching the

media sector all across its value chain—

from content creation, to content

consumption, to revenue generation. 

ML is already being actively used for

targeted content generation—a case 

in point being the success of Netflix’s

own-produced TV series, including its 

first blockbuster hit, House of Cards,

which was extensively driven by ML and

data science. Increasingly, Hollywood

producers are beginning to use Artificial

Intelligence (AI) at various points of the

creative process. Starting with the script

read, which remains the traditional first

gate in the movie business, there is an

increasing case of assessing the potential

success of a script using AI tools and

companies such as Scriptbook, instead 

of relying solely on human judgment.

Secondly, digital videos have enabled

studios to gather a massive amount of

data on the reactions of users to content,

using sentiment analysis on social media

posts and comments. These insights are

far greater and meaningful than the

traditional audience surveys. Retention

data for instance, captured by YouTube

and other digital video platforms, helps

content producers understand how to

avoid losing the audience’s attention in

the middle of a clip (e.g. by avoiding the

use of ending words such as “finally”.)

In the Middle-East, the Ramadan grid

sees the production of over 30 new

series every year, predominantly Arabic,

with programming reaching a peak of

around 80 percent scripted content

(versus less than 50 percent the rest 

of the year.) Considering the high

competition for eyeballs between the

main FTA (Free To Air) channels, coupled

with the increased monetization potential

during this period,1 it is critical for

channels and studios to get it right.

Building on the Netflix experience and

considering the relatively standardized

format of series and audiences, there is 

a strong case to use machine learning to

support the production of Arabic dramas

and comedies for the holy month.

Another early stage application of

machine learning to media has been 

the creation of trailers. Shorter, more

self-contained, and abiding to general

guidelines (length, voice over etc.), trailers

are obvious candidates for creativity

automation. In 2016, 20th Century Fox

released the trailer for “Morgan”, a horror

movie developed using machine learning.

The ML system was trained on scenes

from over 100 horror movies and

recommended 10 moments for the

trailer. While the movie was a relative box

office miss, the trailer was a successful

proof of concept. Netflix is reportedly

testing the use of personalized AI-

enabled trailers to tailor the marketing of

their new shows to the individual taste of

viewers. With vast volumes of data on the

behaviors of their 100 million plus users,

Netflix is able to use a range of machine-

learning algorithms to tweak and improve

the way it presents its content.

Applying this concept to the way

broadcasters currently operate in the

Middle East, there is notable potential,

not only for greater audience

engagement, but also for strategic cost

optimization. Currently broadcasters

tend to still employ a large number of

creative services staff dealing with on-

screen graphic, visuals and fillers,

including trailers. Taking the lessons

learnt from trailer creation via ML, a
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With vast volumes of
data on the behaviors of
their 100 million plus
users, Netflix is able to
use a range of machine-
learning algorithms to
tweak and improve the
way it presents its
content.
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creative process that used to take weeks

could be reduced to less than 24 hours.

The resources could then be reallocated

to more value adding tasks including core

content creation or programming.

Programming is another area where

broadcasters should greatly benefit from

ML. In the same way that Netflix uses 

ML and algorithms to push content

recommendations to customers, or that

Spotify’s partnership with Accuweather

aims to adapt music recommendations

to local weather, we see the linear TV grid

becoming much more dynamic and ML-

based in the near future. In the related

adjacent market of mobile stickers

(emoticons), the company Emoji actually

analyzes the message content, key words

and time of the day to suggest alternative

stickers to the user from the standard

library.  

In a region rich in geopolitical events,

broadcasters have always tried to link

their content to current affairs—over the

years for instance the Syrian war became

a backdrop of many Ramadan TV

dramas—a case in point is the release,

last Ramadan, of MBC’s “Black Crow”.

Now, the opportunity is to tailor

dynamically the programming of content

on a daily basis, following a number of

factors including current events or

weather. 

ML could probably have its most potent

application for regional broadcasters in

the optimization of their ad inventory

management. What is otherwise known

as traffic management has been more 

of an art than a science for many Middle

East broadcasters, with many of the

activities and decisions left to manual

interventions and Excel spreadsheets.

Yet, for a FTA broadcaster, effective traffic

management can have a very significant

impact on yield maximization. Introducing

ML in ad management would mean

incorporating years of data and dozens

of variables, ranging from time of the 

day, content type (potentially down to

moments), social sentiment or financial

positions with the MBUs (Media Buying

Units.) Extending the concept beyond 

ad management, ML and analytics could

help broadcasters more accurately

assess the real value of their ad slots 

for brands and MBUs. Already, many

broadcasters are using social sentiment

analysis (e.g. Tweets on specific

programs) to gather feedback on the

content they air. Going forward, with

initiatives such as the Private Sector’s

Open Data that some GCC governments

are contemplating, you could think of

brands in the region opening up their

inventory data to broadcasters or MBUs

to assess near real time impact of an ad

on buying behaviors. In a region where

audience measurement remains a key

pain point, the dialogue could shift from

audience share to return on investment.

Lastly, and as the ultimate stage of the

content value chain, ML is used by 

over-the-top players such as Netflix to

optimize their content distribution over 

a wide variety of quality and throughput

of broadband networks. This is of

particular relevance in the Middle East

where the quality of the broadband

infrastructure varies from good (in most

GCC markets) to developing (in most

other countries). Netflix is using ML to

more accurately predict network quality,

combining temporal pattern recognition

with various contextual indicators. This

allows an adaptation of content quality

during playback (High Definition etc.) to

the underlying network quality. Pushing

machine learning models one step

further, Netflix is also looking to improve

the streaming experience by predicting

which movie or episode a subscriber will

play next in order to cache it on the

device (“predictive caching”.)

Overall, in a regional sector that has been

battling with commercial viability issues

for years, ML could play a critical role to

help broadcasters engage better with

viewers, optimize their ad revenues and

streamline their costs. However, the path

from test lab to live environment is a

sinuous one—less than 20 percent of

data models produced by data scientists

are actually deployed by data engineers.

Yet, ML is now moving out of the shadows

of ideas and vision to the real world of

application, usage and revenue

generation, with some first successful 

use cases in media. The regional media

industry should be running to try and

catch this boat on time. 

by Emmanuel Durou, Partner,

Consulting, Telecommunications, Media

and Technology Leader, Deloitte Middle

East and Gaurav Govil, Director,

Consulting, Technology, Media and

Telecommunications, Monitor Deloitte

Endnotes

1. Average ad length increases by over 30 percent

while the value of 30-second time slots more

than doubles during peak time Ramadan

viewing, depending on the window.

ML and analytics could help
broadcasters more accurately assess
the real value of their ad slots for
brands and MBUs.
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Realizing untapped
value through data
analytics

11

Middle East market evidence shows a general

trend of a decrease in business value, presenting

management and business owners with an

opportunity to challenge the current norms.

Strong data analytics combined with an action

plan focused on value creation can enhance

business value through a range of situations,

whether in support of a proposed transaction, 

a transformation program, or to capitalize on 

a turnaround opportunity.
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Business values have been

decreasing

The last few years have been challenging

for regional stock markets, as

demonstrated by a 20 percent decline

across major regional indices. The

reasons are many, including commodity

market turmoil, falling consumer

confidence and issues of governance 

and regional geopolitics. While this is

evidence that markets are less confident

in trading shares at historical prices, it

also reflects a decreased confidence in

the valuations of the businesses that

underpin these indices. Furthermore,

decreasing EBITDA1 to enterprise value

multiples (a common valuation metric

when comparing businesses) also

suggests a decreasing confidence in 

the quality of those earnings.

There is opportunity ahead

Despite a challenging environment, the

outlook provides reason for optimism.

The price of oil, a major source of

regional liquidity, has shown a resurgence

since Q3 2017. And while this is not the

only driver of Middle East merger and

acquisition (M&A) deal volumes, there is 

a strong correlation between the price 

of oil and M&A deal volumes. Deal

volumes to July 2018 have already seen 

a 34 percent increase on prior year

volumes—a trend and volume that will

hopefully continue. These deals typically

involved family offices and private equity

houses seeking to invest using leveraged

debt structures or investor capital.

Signs of recovery
present real
opportunities for
business owners and
managers alike, and
should sharpen the
resolve to respond to
the current market
challenges and seek to
create long-term value. 
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Signs of recovery present real

opportunities for business owners and

managers alike, and should sharpen the

resolve to respond to the current market

challenges and seek to create long-term

value. 

Value creation

Whether preparing for an M&A event,

turning around existing under-

performance or simply responding to

changing markets, the core drivers of

value creation remain the same. Implied

EBITDA:EV2 multiples are simply a

product of two variables of which

management can only directly control

one, EBITDA. Similarly, how quickly

earnings can be turned into cash is

crucial. A program that focuses on

increasing EBITDA and cash and working

capital efficiency will enable value

creation. 

Considering the core drivers of business

value, profit growth and capital efficiency,

owners and senior management should

be continually identifying improvements

across a number of key areas:

• Revenue – ensuring sales are suitably

targeted and executed in order to

achieve the optimal volume and prices.

• Cost of sales – optimizing operational

productivity and the supply chain and

how that can respond to changes in

demand.

• Overheads – a lean but effective

overhead base to support the business

with no unnecessary costs.

• Working capital and asset

management – cash and working

capital, including debtors, inventory 

and creditors should be proactively

managed in order to release cash

currently tied up within the balance

sheet.

• Capital structure – the existing capital

structure should be suitable for the

business, not a constraint on cash flow,

and should enable the financing of new

investments.

13

Relatively modest initiatives such 
as price and volume productivity
increases or cost and working capital
decreases can create significant
additional value.
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Implied % impact on EV
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5% price increase 10% volume increase 10% reduction in SG&A 10% reduction in working capital
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Using Middle East sector average gross

profit and EBITDA margins and assuming

current EBITDA:EV multiples, the

following analysis demonstrates that

relatively modest initiatives such as price

and volume productivity increases or cost

and working capital decreases can create

significant additional value.

Optimization through data analytics

Boardroom resolve to face issues head

on as well as challenge existing norms 

is critical. A fresh impetus of rapid self-

evaluation is key to identifying value

creation initiatives. New initiatives most

likely lie in the data analysis that is not 

yet being routinely performed, resulting

in opportunities not being identified or

fully understood. Additionally, value

creation initiatives are not just focusing

on improving the financial results but

improving how they are operationally

achieved by the business.

Commercial fact-based hypotheses can

be rapidly formed to provide early insight

as to where the largest challenges—and

therefore opportunities—lie and

experience shows that what may initially

appear obvious and simple is often the

most overlooked. Often, businesses do

not adapt quickly enough to changing

customer and supplier market conditions

despite warning signs in the data. Many

challenges and opportunities are often

known but the solutions are rarely

understood or implemented due to 

not being sufficiently proved.

Detailed data analytics is the key to

unlocking value. For example, existing

debtor days may be much greater than

the credit terms offered. Only through

understanding exactly which customers

or customer group delay settlement 

and the reasons why, can a business

determine a course of action suitable 

for those customers, without impacting

the customers that do pay on time.

Additionally, the challenge could even 

be internal and process-related i.e. due

to a delay in sending invoices to

customers. Value creation initiatives

should be supported through detailed

analysis of both, realizing gains and

ensuring the successful and sustainable

implementation, and minimal impact, 

on the rest of the business.

A fresh impetus of rapid
self-evaluation is key to
identifying value creation
initiatives. New initiatives
most likely lie in the data
analysis that is not yet
being routinely
performed, resulting in
opportunities not being
identified or fully
understood.
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known but the solutions are rarely
understood or implemented due to
not being sufficiently proved.
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It is equally important to understand the

size of the opportunity and the value

creation that is achievable. Scenario

modelling of different initiatives, including

cost benefit analysis or investment case

planning allows owners and managers to

quantify the potential impact on current

performance, thus enabling decision-

makers to sequence the implementation

of a number of initiatives for early,

optimal benefit.

Implementation and conclusions

Achieving profit growth and optimizing

capital is no simple task—just ask any

business leader. But a value creation

program provides the structure to

identify the opportunities, evaluate them

and see them through to realization.

Value-creating ideas have no value if not

backed up by robust analysis and action.

Ideas that are not rationalized or properly

implemented can even have a

detrimental impact on business value. A

well considered value creation program

can provide business owners with the

clarity and assurance of implementation

and the benefits that can be realized.

Value creation can be complex,

particularly where a number of levers 

are being addressed, however, some

common enabling factors can ensure 

the implementation of initiatives remains

on track:

• Realistically ambitious and

measurable initiatives. Ambitions

should not be blind but based on sound

economic reality and the desired results

quantifiable.

• Program management. Initiatives

must be backed up by action and

results monitored and evaluated

regularly. This will ensure projects stay

focused and are achieved on time.

• Management competencies and

incentivization. Management team

changes may be required and

management should be rewarded for

the successful implementation of

initiatives.

• Robust cash and working capital

controls. Value creation benefits are 

at risk of not being realized if cash 

and spending cannot be controlled.

Similarly, improper capex controls 

can make or break the success of 

an initiative.

• Investment needs and sources

identified. Understanding and

articulating the long-term benefit and

return on investment of value creation

initiatives will determine the sources of

funding available and also the ability to

access funding.

• Stakeholder management. Differing

agendas, whether of shareholders,

suppliers, customers or financiers can

provide undesired distraction and

should be proactively identified and

managed appropriately.

Businesses are extremely complex on 

a range of levels. Embedding the change

that comes with a value creation plan 

will not be without hurdles, be they the

availability of robust data, resistance 

from stakeholders or even internal

organizational resistance to change.

Value creation should also be seen as 

a shared mindset and a board level

agenda: a vision to be the highest

performing business achievable, backed-

up by robust analysis and pragmatic

action.

by Tom Bullock, Assistant Director,

Financial Advisory, Deloitte Middle East

Endnotes

1. Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation 

and amortization

2. The EBITDA/EV (enterprise value) multiple is a

financial valuation ratio that measures a

company's return on investment.

A well considered value creation
program can provide business owners
with the clarity and assurance of
implementation and the benefits 
that can be realized.
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Returning to
high growth
Do markets know best?
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The high economic growth rates experienced by

most countries following the Second World War

have not only slowed down in the last couple of

decades, but the world has been undergoing

serious crises recurring every ten years on

average, the most serious of which has been the

great recession starting in 2008 and from which

the world has scarcely recovered. NDU economics

professor Dr. Louis Hobeika argues that, in

returning to high growth rates, we should invest 

in thinking big about new roles for everybody,

including the state. We are living in an important

and precious period that we should not waste.
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The numbers don’t lie

GDP growth rates between 1961 and

2017 have been declining in most regions

and countries worldwide, from 4.3

percent in 1961 to 3.2 percent in 2017.

Rates dropped even more dramatically 

in the European Union, from 5.6 to 2.4

percent for the same period and in Latin

America from 6.5 percent to 1.7 percent.

More recently, between 2010 and 2016,

annual rates of growth declined in Asia,

from 10.3 percent to 7.1 percent in India

and from 10.6 percent to 6.7 percent in

China. 

GDP growth rates are important for

development and in fighting

unemployment and poverty. But in

formulating new policies, are the theories

implemented from 1945 to 2000 still

valid, or should we look for alternatives?

Are we giving a very strong–and

unrealistic–role to the private sector and

minimizing the role of the public sector?

Do markets know best? 

Most recent theories for stimulating

economic growth supported by

international organizations gave the state

a minimal role. Many economists accused

the state of being responsible for the

2008 Great Recession, even though it was

provoked mainly by debts and errors in

the private sector and not by public debts

or wrong actions by public officials. In

doing so, they had turned economics

away from its logical concern with

production to focus instead on the

optimality of resource allocation and

macro-economic stabilization. The idea

dominating economic thought in the 

past few decades has been that the 

state should limit itself to setting the

parameters in which the private sector

can work, innovate and grow.

The idea behind these theories is that 

the crowding out effect has been very

harmful to growth and prosperity.

Therefore the state should lower its

deficit to the minimum possible, and

leave the private sector to do business

and research and development (R&D)

alone. But with less than optimal growth

rates in the past few decades, this view

ought to be reconsidered. 

The United States, for example, has for

decades directed large public investment

programs in technology and innovation

that explain its overall economic

successes. The U.S. government funded

many of the innovations behind the

Silicon Valley revolution. To this day, the

U.S. government finances many programs

in health, space and information

technology (IT) that benefit the private

sector directly. 

Before discussing the foundations, or

parameters, that will help us define a new

role for the state, it is important to note

the following:

1) The private sector was never able to

flourish alone. The most sophisticated

private sector inventions would not

have taken place without state

subsidies or without benefitting from

public R&D used for free by companies.

The public sector, in a way, shared the

costs of innovation but did not share

any of the credit.

2) Globalization had many benefits and

positive impacts on the world

economy. However, it led to

outsourcing the production of goods

and services in order to achieve lower

costs. Consequently, it weakened many

national productive bases and helped

external markets. The solution today

does not lie in implementing high tariffs

GDP growth rates 
are important for
development and in
fighting unemployment
and poverty. But in
formulating new policies,
are the theories
implemented from 1945
to 2000 still valid, or
should we look for
alternatives? 
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and harming international trade but in

going back to the original role of the

state in supporting production over

consumption.

3) Austerity policies have failed, as data

from Greece, Italy, Portugal and most

European economies show. They

created poverty, left the private sector

alone in R&D investment and failed to

create the healthy macro-economic

environment for growth–although the

role of corruption and the lack of ethics

cannot be discounted.

4) A new role for the state should be

defined that not only requires

governments to ensure stability, but

that would allow it to use its budget

generously to support R&D that in 

turn can help businesses innovate 

and grow. We need to return to an

economic framework that focuses on

production, entrepreneurship and

governance, with stabilization playing 

a supporting role, not a dominant one. 

5) Standard models assumed decreasing

returns to scale and relied therefore on

the theory of comparative advantage

for growth choices. The production

approach relies on the increasing

returns to scale and technological

change based on innovation. We

should replace the Ricardian theory 

of decreasing returns to scale with

Charles Babbage’s theory of increasing

returns to scale by investing in R&D

and innovation. The importance of

human capital to achieve this

significant revolution cannot be

ignored. 

New parameters

Michael Best,1 in his book How Growth

Really Happens, posits that societies

should focus on the production system,

business organization and skill formation

to impact economic performance. This 

is how many East Asian and Latin

American countries succeeded during

many previous decades. According to

Mariana Mazzucato2 in her book The

Entrepreneurial State, what stimulates

innovation is the entity that takes the

boldest risk, that is the state. A new role

for the state is required for solid

economic growth.

In the Middle East North Africa (MENA)

region, the role of the state has varied

substantially between the two groups of

oil exporters and oil importers. Exporters

used much bigger budgets to subsidize

the consumption of food, fuel and utilities

than to finance local R&D. Now with

revenues decreasing because of lower 

oil prices, budgets have been financing

less of both. In the oil importers’ group,

budgets have been insufficient to play 

any significant role in growth. We cannot

ignore the impact of corruption and

mismanagement in all private and public

sectors across the region. The role of the

state should be redefined with significant

attention to production systems, business

organizations and skill formation.

Strong growth cannot happen again

without public investment in education,

research and technological change.

Businesses should also think outside the

box. We should remind ourselves of what

Keynes said: that public officials should

think big. Karl Polanyi wrote that free

markets are themselves products of state

intervention. We need a mission-driven

public sector not a recorder of accounts.

As Joseph Schumpeter said: “the capitalist

economy is not, and cannot be,

stationary.”

Finally, the idea is that we should make

governments more competent, smarter

and not necessarily smaller. We should

promote innovation-led growth. It is well

believed that the “Secular Stagnation” or

zero growth rates are related to what the

State is not doing. We need, as Mazzucato

argued, an entrepreneurial role for the

public sector.

By Dr. Louis Hobeika, Professor of

Economics at Notre Dame University

(NDU) Lebanon

Endnotes

1. Best Michael H., How Growth Really Happens,

Princeton, 2018.

2. Mazzucato Mariana, The Entrepreneurial State,

Penguin, 2018.
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We should replace the Ricardian theory
of decreasing returns to scale with
Charles Babbage’s theory of increasing
returns to scale by investing in R&D and
innovation. The importance of human
capital to achieve this significant
revolution cannot be ignored. 
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Walk the talk
What “good” looks like
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einventing performance

management is undoubtedly one

of the hottest trends in business

circles and perhaps one of the most

pressing issues on board agendas. It is 

a topic keeping leaders up at night, or 

at least it should be. Statistics show that

79 percent of executives rate redesigning

performance management a high

priority. It is our opinion that leaders

today who make this shift and give more

of their time to their people will create 

a long-term effect on their workforce and

impact the entire client experience as

well as the organization as a whole. 

What is triggering this paradigm shift?

Organizations now have a matrix

structure with dispersed virtual teams, 

a flat hierarchy and a continuous need 

to shift team structures. These

organizations also present different work

models with smart technology solutions

that empower people to increase their

individual value and connect with the

purpose and strategy of their

organizations. Not to mention the

millennial influx that is drastically

changing the workforce demographics,

comprising almost three fourths of the

global workforce by 2025. According to

millennials, one of the top expectations

from their leaders is transparency, which

also focuses on setting transparent

performance management practices

around new and modern criteria for

evaluating performance. 

Deloitte’s latest Global Human Capital

Trends report shows that 78 percent 

of participants believe that agile goal

management, check-ins and continuous

feedback are becoming common; new

models of evaluation and rewards are

next. Organizations are leveraging pulse

feedback and self-service tools to design

the integrated employee experience. 

People join organizations with different

sets of expectations, desires and needs.

What is mostly common, however, is that

people want to be part of a team and an

organization that has a clear purpose,

while still being valued as individuals.

Great leaders with high performing

teams are those who can integrate these

two distinct needs: making their people

feel part of something big but also

recognizing each person as special and

unique. So what differentiates high

performing teams? It is when people

have a sense of purpose, clarity about

expectations, and the ability to leverage

their strengths every day. To achieve this,

great leaders will spend more time having

frequent future-focused conversations

with their team members rather than

having these conversations once or 

twice a year.

It’s not about employee rating

The traditional end-of-year appraisal,

designed in the 1970s, is clearly not

effective anymore. Companies report that

such traditional performance evaluations

with employee year-end rating were not

worth the time spent, nor did they affect

employee motivation. Based on Deloitte

research, two million hours a year were

spent on performance management

activities–from completing forms to

proposing, debating and then allocating 

a rating. This year-end rating was a big

deal. With years of research however, it

turns out that 62 percent of that ‘big deal’

rating actually says more about the rater

than the person being rated. This

phenomenon is dubbed the idiosyncratic

rater by Marcus Buckingham. Evidence

has shown that people are inconsistent

raters of others’ skills and that this

system is proving to be ineffective.

According to millennials,
one of the top
expectations from their
leaders is transparency,
which also focuses on
setting transparent
performance
management practices
around new and modern
criteria for evaluating
performance. 

R
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Organizations should consider shifting

both time and effort on year-end

processes to providing people with

ongoing future-focused experiences 

that drive higher engagement and

performance. Ninety percent of

companies that have redesigned

performance management see direct

improvements in engagement, 96

percent say the processes are simpler,

and 83 percent say they see the quality 

of conversations between employees 

and managers going up.

The three main principles for effectively

reinventing performance design are set

out below:

It’s a right now world

Setting expectations and connecting

people to the mission of the organization

remains critical but employees are 

now looking for a personally tailored

experience. Work priorities that were 

set in the beginning of the year will most

likely shift and change with evolving

business requirements and needs. One-

time feedback at the end of the year will

no longer work and people will need

regular future-focused conversations and

in–the-moment coaching feedback. As a

firm builds a feedback-rich culture, it not

only enhances engagement but its entire

performance management experience

can improve.

It’s a strength-based performance 

The strongest predictor of high

performing teams is when team

members have a chance to use their

strengths every day, according to a Gallup

poll examining high performing teams

across 192 organizations. Businesses

that spent more time leveraging their

employees’ strengths had low employee

turnover and high productivity among

their teams. Through frequent

conversations referred to as “check-ins”,

team members can unlock ways to work

on their strengths, hence creating a shift

to focus on strengths rather than just

development. These check-ins are not

over and above the work of a team

leader; they are the work of a team

leader. Strengths are where team

members feel creative, innovative, and

insightful, thus influencing the overall

performance of the organization. Many

professionals believe that the biggest

barriers preventing their personal career

advancement are reporting to managers

who do not understand their strength.

It’s all about real-time data

Data about people at work is still very

important but real-time data is the 

critical component. Data that evidences

performance differentiation, is based on

reliable measurement, and is informed 

by best practices of social science tools 

is the new way of work. The performance

snapshot captures a team member’s

performance, at a point of time, based on

the team leader’s first-hand experience

with that member. This will provide

leaders with insights to make informed

decisions in a timely fashion, and not

have to wait until the end of the year.

People data is becoming a business

function by itself, as it focuses on using

data to support operations and

management and financial performance. 

What making an “impact” looks like

Organizations and leaders do not need

to wait to completely reinvent

performance management in order to

positively impact their employees. They

need to prioritize talent development 

and workforce strategy, place them front

and center in their growth plans. It will

require a new mindset to understand the

challenges employees face and evolve

talent models that unlock their potential.

Leaders carry this responsibility to

channel and inspire employee

performance through frequent

conversations with their teams. For 

team leaders to be effective coaches,

they need to master strengths-based,

engagement-focused and performance-

oriented skills. Leaders have an

immediate opportunity to enhance

managers’ ability and skills to fulfill this

role and walk the talk.

by Maya Rafii Zaatari, Director, HR, and

Hiba Merhej Said, Senior Manager, HR,

Deloitte Middle East

Sources

Deloitte Millennial survey 

Deloitte global Human Capital trends 2017

Marcus Buckingham research 

Gallup global performance-management

consulting company

Deloitte and The Female Quotient - Shift/Forward -

Redefining leadership; the inclusion imperative

Harvard business review - Reinventing

performance management 

The 7 forces that will change the way you work -

World Economic Forum

Many professionals believe that the
biggest barriers preventing their
personal career advancement is
reporting to managers who do not
understand their strengths.
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Blockchain
moves to the
public sector
From financial services to retail, market participants

are developing blockchain use cases1 to maximize the

potential benefits of the technology on a large scale.

The public sector, too, has taken a keen interest. From

Australia to Canada via Dubai, governments and

regulators have launched blockchain initiatives to

enhance understanding, set standards and promote

its use to achieve a vision where multilateral agencies

interact with each other in a safe, and secure

environment, to facilitate seamless economic

transactions for the benefit of their citizens. But, as

this author argues, blockchain’s ability to enhance

how service providers interact with their customers

will depend on robust, comprehensive regulatory

frameworks to support the blockchain ecosystem.
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lockchain is the new buzzword. In

simple terms, it is a decentralized,

secure digital ledger (or record) of

transactions. There can be hundreds or

thousands of copies of this record stored

on computers worldwide, but no

individual or entity has control over it.

Each entry in the record is connected 

to the one before, and after it, creating 

a full history of every transaction that

cannot be deleted nor amended. While

there are different types of blockchain,

this transformative technology could,

potentially, provide ample benefits to

businesses that include reducing the

time and cost of transactions, ensuring

data security and eliminating human

error in operations. 

In the Middle East, Dubai has announced

its intention to be the world’s first

blockchain-powered government by

2020. In its endeavor to make Dubai a

Smart City, it hopes to leverage the

technology to remove institutional layers,

improve collaboration across multiple

public-sector entities, reduce time and

cost inefficiencies, and improve quality of

life for its citizens. Defining parameters

and regulations for the use of blockchain

is not a simple matter, but it is necessary

if the technology is to make headway.

Why regulation matters 

The public sector should invest time 

and resources in blockchain regulatory

development for three key reasons.

Firstly, drafting and enacting regulations

will encourage growth and use of the

technology. While there is much curiosity

and interest surrounding it, the

blockchain use cases in public services

are still at a nascent stage. Governments

are cautious about investing in a

technology that is still unchartered

territory with little, if any, guidelines

currently in place. Defining the rules of

engagement will encourage public and

private sector entities to adopt

blockchain with greater confidence.

Setting parameters now around what can

and cannot be done is crucial and will

protect early adopters if things do go

wrong. It can signal to those who may

otherwise be hesitant to participate.

Secondly, establishing the rules of

engagement can ensure that the

ecosystem remains interconnected–and

therefore stable–in the long term, as

participants increasingly depend on each

other and the regulations in place. Aside

from providing assurance and protection,

regulations can lead to the consensus

and standardization required among

blockchain participants for the

technology to prosper in the future. If

there are no laws in place, there can be

no agreement about what is permissible

or not with blockchain, be that regarding

how an outpatient consultation is defined

in medical records, or what constitutes a

signature in a land registry. Without such

consensus, there will be little use for

blockchain. The technology relies,

foremost, on a shared understanding 

of any transaction between the parties

involved. This shared understanding will

enable ease of operations and greater

connectivity in the long term, as

individuals and corporates recognize 

and play by one set of rules.

Defining parameters and setting one 

set of rules is by no means an easy feat.

Regulators within countries may have

their own ideas for their respective

jurisdictions, let alone the differences

that may arise between regulators

internationally. Key public-sector

institutions worldwide should debate 

and reach a consensus on how to

establish blockchain regulations and

standards that can eventually be adopted

by many, if not all. After all, the greatest

benefits of blockchain will come if the

technology works across borders.

Finally, a robust, comprehensive

regulatory framework can provide the

oversight and accountability required 

to allay concerns individuals may have

regarding privacy and data confidentiality.

While blockchain technology is inherently

secure due to its immutability and use 

of cryptography, consumers may still be

cautious about who ultimately owns and

has authorized access to their data, even

if it is a government body. Regulations

can provide a sense of assurance that

data will not be misused and develop

trust in the technology, particularly in 

its early days.

But while individuals and companies

should feel encouraged that there are

blockchain regulations in place, they

should not be limited or hampered 

by them. Essentially, common sense

regulations can provide a safety net for

companies to trust, experiment with 

and benefit from the technology, in turn

allowing the blockchain ecosystem to

grow.

Key considerations for regulators 

We highlight below some of the possible

steps that public sector entities may take

towards the development of a suitable

regulatory framework aimed at the

smooth adoption of blockchain by public

sector entities. 

As a first step, these entities can appoint

an appropriate authority(ies) to regulate

the adoption of blockchain. Such

regulatory authorities need to be

In the Middle East, 
Dubai has announced 
its intention to be the
world’s first blockchain-
powered government 
by 2020.

B
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empowered to develop regulations,

monitor their compliance and take

enforcement actions if required. 

A benchmarking exercise may be

undertaken at this point to understand

the approach adopted by leading

jurisdictions in the development and

implementation of such a regulatory

framework. 

Next, such authorities can appoint a

panel of local and global experts on

blockchain technology and public

services, which may include experts in

the fields of immigration, real estate,

transportation, tourism, utilities, financial

services, healthcare, education and

municipal affairs. This panel may be

consulted by the authorities to provide

views towards developing a robust

regulatory framework for adoption of

blockchain in the public sector. The

regulatory authorities may also recruit

blockchain experts to work with their

internal regulatory policy team to develop

a draft regulatory guidance for industry

consultation. Post-consultations, this

draft can be enhanced and circulated 

for issuance. 

Towards the development of a

comprehensive and robust regulatory

framework, the regulatory authority

should identify the key stakeholders.

These stakeholders should be consulted

to understand the key needs and

challenges they face in the adoption of

blockchain for provision of public services

and consider whether regulations can

help address some of these concerns. 

The regulatory authority can start with

guidance on rules of engagement

between various public sector entities

and discuss challenges in their adoption

by these entities. 

The regulatory authorities should list the

key challenges faced in the adoption of

blockchain as a collaborative platform

across public sector entities. These may

include cyber security and customer data

confidentiality when sharing information

across entities. These can be vetted by

legal experts against local regulatory

guidelines as well as global guidelines

such as GDPR (General Data Protection

Regulation) to ensure a robust framework

is adopted for proper consumer data

protection. Such risks must be addressed

in the regulatory framework. 

In conclusion, for a successful

implementation of a regulatory

framework that will promote the use of

blockchain in the public services sector, 

it is critical that a flexible approach be

taken at this stage, recognizing the

complexities of the task ahead and the

importance of trial and error–for example

using regulatory sandboxes, as set up by

the UK’s Financial Conduct Authority or

Australia’s Securities and Investments

Commission. As this is unchartered

territory, regulators may adopt innovative

approaches. The ultimate goal is a

suitable and practical regulatory

framework ensuring the successful

adoption of blockchain for the provision

of public services. 

by Nipun Srivastava, Director, and

Mona Moussavi, Assistant Manager,

Financial Advisory, Deloitte Middle East

Endnotes

1. A use case is a set of actions defining

interactions between an actor and a system to

achieve a defined goal e.g. a blockchain-based

land registry (system) that provides controlled

access to buyer, seller, land department, real

estate agencies, utility companies, and banks

(actors) to perform their role towards completing

a property sale (goal).

Essentially, common sense regulations
can provide a safety net for companies
to trust, experiment with and benefit
from the technology, in turn allowing
the blockchain ecosystem to grow.
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anks across the Middle East region

are facing the pressure of tighter

liquidity and increasing

competition amidst a more challenging

macroeconomic backdrop. These

pressures are amplified in countries

where public sector deposits have been

withdrawn to shore up government

finances weakened by lower oil prices. Set

against recalibrated government budgets

and higher compliance cost, revenue

growth for the banking sector has been

subdued and some banks lack the scale

to compete effectively, leading to calls for

consolidation.

A natural path towards consolidation 

is through merging, thereby creating 

a larger entity that is financially more

robust and efficient, capitalizing on

economies of scale and better

diversifying the concentration risks 

that prevail in the sector. Other options

include disposing of a segment of the

portfolio that is no longer in sync with 

a bank’s strategic direction.

The picture in the UAE 

With over 50 financial institutions set

against a population of 11 million, both

retail and commercial banking customers

in the UAE have a wealth of choice,

ranging from international and local

lenders, specialist and commercial banks,

and private banks. 

At the top end of this saturated spectrum

sit the large-scale banks, comprised of

First Abu Dhabi Bank, Emirates NBD, Abu

Dhabi Commercial Bank and Dubai

Islamic Bank. These big four players had

combined assets of US$435 billion in

2017. They have mostly adapted to the

new normal in crude prices, resuming

their growth trajectories with

improvements in origination and

declining impairments. Strong sovereign

support, high capital ratios, better

informed credit underwriting, along with

more active management of risk, has

ensured that these leading lenders

continue to deliver profits despite a

slowdown in regional GDP growth rates. 

Catalyst for change

Beyond the familiar banks of Abu Dhabi

and Dubai sit pockets of small- to

medium-sized banks that have posted

subdued credit growth, with a

concentration on retail credit and small-

to medium-enterprise (SME) portfolios,

both of which have been subject to stress

in the recent past, and that has impacted

profitability.

SMEs, which account for approximately

90 percent of registered companies in the

UAE, were hit hardest by the decline in

crude oil prices, with cancelled contracts

and late payments taking their toll. 

Banks, in turn, witnessed a dramatic

deterioration in the credit quality of 

their SME portfolios, registering non-

performing loans of up to 25 percent in

2015, with smaller to mid-sized lenders

hit hardest. Amid the protracted

economic slowdown, most of these

lenders have largely curbed unsecured—

but potentially highly profitable SME

lending—further impacting net interest

margins. 

Regulatory forces

The other main challenge facing lenders

is the implementation of international

financial reporting standard IFRS 9, which

BWith over 50 financial
institutions set against a
population of 11 million,
both retail and
commercial banking
customers in the UAE
have a wealth of choice,
ranging from
international and local
lenders, specialist and
commercial banks, and
private banks. 
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requires lenders to evaluate loans against

a forward-looking expected credit loss

model which is more robust than

previous standards. Leading lenders with

strong reserves are likely to absorb the

impact of IFRS 9 without a significant

impact on profitability, however, smaller

lenders may be less prepared to

withstand the change, resulting in higher

provisions and elevated cost of risk. The

introduction of Fundamental Review of

the Trading Book (FRTB) regulations in 

the next few years will also place greater

demand on banks, with potentially higher

capital requirements to protect against

their trading book positions.   

Measures such as subsidy cuts and Value

Added Tax (VAT) implementation have

also dented disposable income and are

likely to dampen the capacity for credit,

hampering growth prospects.  

Market dynamics

The digitization of banking services is

another spur for consolidation, as larger

banks are better equipped to navigate

and capitalize on these changes.

Operating expenses are anticipated to

increase owing to requisite investments in

technology to drive digital strategies and

improve operational efficiency—tasks

made easier with stronger balance

sheets.

As real estate assets continue to face

downward pricing pressure, banks with 

a heavy concentration in the sector are

also likely to report increased

impairments as the impact filters through

their books. Mergers in such instances

may serve, inter alia, to diversify such risks

and provide access to new platforms of

capital. Pressure on funding costs is likely

to diminish while banks’ ability to meet

sizeable investments will be strengthened.

One saving grace is that banks will be 

well positioned to capitalize on the rising

interest rate environment as they reprice

their books against an environment of

non-remunerated deposits. 

Lukewarm response

To date, it has been the international

banks that have been the most

responsive and willing to act in the face 

of these challenges, many of which have

either scaled down their GCC operations

or severed ties altogether. However,

other banks may benefit from taking

stock and reassessing the sustainability 

of their bottom line in the wake of

continually increasing competition. 

The digitization of banking services is
another spur for consolidation, as
larger banks are better equipped to
navigate and capitalize on these
changes. Operating expenses are
anticipated to increase owing to
requisite investments in technology to
drive digital strategies and improve
operational efficiency—tasks made
easier with stronger balance sheets.
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Success stories

Past mergers in the region have

demonstrated the merits of tie-ups and

borne fruitful results. The first banking

merger in 2007 between Emirates Bank

International and National Bank of Dubai

to form Emirates NBD became a regional

consolidation blueprint for the sector,

with the creation of a powerhouse lender

with the scale and strength to effectively

compete in a dynamic market.

The landmark merger between National

Bank of Abu Dhabi and First Gulf Bank in

April 2017 created the UAE’s largest bank

(FAB) and serves as a shining example

and success story of the benefits from

consolidation. Synergistic savings are

expected to be generated from reduced

branch networks, funding cost

optimization and duplicated titles. 

The scale achieved from such mergers

has also led to improved liquidity

management, enhanced profitability and

reduced inefficiencies with better cost to

income ratios. These institutions were

afforded wider international reach and

are now better placed to serve UAE

corporates with international ambitions,

as well as international companies

operating in the country. 

At the regulatory level, such mergers

pushed the envelope with the regulators,

leading to more robust supervisory and

licensing frameworks. 

Islamic lenders

Islamic lenders are particularly well

positioned for consolidation as they tend

to be smaller in scale and less able to

compete with the larger conventional

banks. In the GCC, the top four banks

boast greater assets than the combined

asset value of all Islamic banks in the GCC.

Such banks may benefit significantly from

mergers in a bid to level the playing field,

particularly as the double-digit sector

growth rates have all but subsided as the

industry matures.

Islamic lenders are
particularly well
positioned for
consolidation as they
tend to be smaller in
scale and less able to
compete with the larger
conventional banks.

GCC banks – total assets (Dec. 2017)
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Wider landscape

Notwithstanding the improvement in

fortunes of many banks in the region in

2018, fiscal and geopolitical risks pose

challenges, particularly in Qatar, Oman

and Bahrain. Oman and Bahrain have

lower financial buffers by comparison,

Bahrain is even more intensely over-

banked than the UAE, while geopolitical

tensions have created additional

pressures on Qatari lenders, all of which

create fertile conditions for mergers and

acquisitions.

Closing thoughts

While the gulf banking industry is

characterized by strong fundamentals,

with dominant lenders more resilient to

market forces and weaker asset quality,

the competitive landscape,

macroeconomic backdrop, altering

regulations and changing consumer

behavior will have a far-reaching impact,

particularly on mid-sized and smaller

lenders, and the case for consolidation

remains compelling. 

In the UAE and Bahrain, sections of these

markets are ripe for a shake-up. Smaller

or struggling lenders that fail to find

savings, and less able to tap markets for

fresh capital, may find themselves swept

away by a wave of consolidation. These

banks would do well to reconsider their

strategy and act now in order to remain

competitive.

by Uthman Al-Basri, Assistant Director,

Financial Advisory, Deloitte Middle East

While the gulf banking industry is
characterized by strong fundamentals,
with dominant lenders more resilient
to market forces and weaker asset
quality, the competitive landscape,
macroeconomic backdrop, altering
regulations and changing consumer
behavior will have a far-reaching
impact, particularly on mid-sized and
smaller lenders, and the case for
consolidation remains compelling.
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Call me PPM
Iraq: a prominent
potential market 
With an urgent need for housing and other

infrastructure projects, we look at the various

business models international companies are

adopting to invest in Iraq.
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Background

As the largest country implementing the

Extractive Industry Transparency Initiative

(IETI) with proven reserves in the Rumaila

and the West Qurna fields in excess of

the entire proven reserves of the United

States, and a projected US$5 trillion in Oil

& Gas revenues between 2013 – 2035,1

Iraq is quickly becoming an increasingly

attractive place for many international

companies from various industry sectors.

Iraq’s GDP reached US$192.7 billion in

2017 with approximately 50 percent

spent on household goods and 18.8

percent on government consumption,

while the highly dilapidated infrastructure

received only 23.5 percent in fixed capital

investment. 

Iraq’s budget, on the other hand, is highly

dependent on one source of revenue, 85

percent of which is derived from the oil

sector.2 This brief expenditure/revenue

picture depicts the consumption

character of the Iraqi society, with a fiscal

year 2017 GDP per capita (PPP) of

US$17,000.3

Business models 

Apart from the strictly regulated

industries in Iraq, such as Oil & Gas,

Telecommunications and Financial

Institutions, standardized business

models have been adopted by most

international companies operating in 

the country. These models and entity

structures came with reduced

bureaucratic requirements, flexibility in

the registration process, and somewhat

simplistic exit strategies. 

Foreign companies can now own 100

percent of the shares of a newly

registered Iraqi limited liability company

(LLC) with ease of reassignment and

without impacting the legal structure of

the parent company.

The common foundational block in the

limited liability model is a reduced legal

liability exposure along with the following

pivotal drivers: 

• Foreign persons (individuals and

entities) based outside Iraq can now

register and own 100 percent of an 

Iraqi limited liability company.

• Relatively low share capital

requirements, such that Iraqi LLCs 

could be registered with as little as IQD1

million (approximately US$850) in legal

capital. Different capitalization rules

apply to construction contractors (see

below.)

• Relief from complying with the gearing

ratio of 60 percent debt to equity that is

imposed on joint stock companies, per

article 28-2 of the Companies Law.

• A competitive flat corporate income 

tax rate of 15 percent is levied on the

reported net earnings of the entity. In

practice, however, the taxing authorities

might apply assessments based on

deemed profit schedules per industry

sectors. The only exception to the flat

15 percent corporate income tax is the

Oil & Gas sector, where a 35 percent

income tax rate is levied. 

Apart from the strictly
regulated industries in
Iraq, such as Oil & Gas,
Telecommunications and
Financial Institutions,
standardized business
models have been
adopted by most
international companies
operating in the country.
These models and entity
structures came with
reduced bureaucratic
requirements, flexibility
in the registration
process, and somewhat
simplistic exit strategies. 
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The following chart presents the simplest

model adopted by many foreign

companies:

In addition to the model drivers

highlighted above, one other

characteristic of this model is that it

directly links the local entity registered 

in Iraq to the ultimate parent entity. This

gives clear visage of ownership control 

of the local entity, whereby the latter

benefits from the credentials and the

reputation of the ultimate parent

company. 

Construction contractors (or

exception to the rule)

Registration requirements for

construction contractors wishing to

operate under the limited liability

structure must also follow capital

requirements based on project values. 

In 2009, Instruction #3 was issued and

published later in 2010, which introduced

classifications for construction

contractors operating in Iraq as LLCs. 

The chart below illustrates the capital

requirements per project value. 

The only exception to the flat
15 percent corporate income
tax is the Oil & Gas sector,
where a 35 percent income 
tax rate is levied. 
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Off-shore
outside Iraq

100% ownership

On-shore
inside Iraq

Limited liability
company

Ultimate parent
company

Classification Contracting project value Capital requirements 

Excellent class Open IQD 7 billion 

First class < IQD 15 billion IQD 5 billion 

Second class < IQD 12 billion IQD 4 billion 

Third class < IQD 9 billion IQD 3 billion 

Fourth class < IQD 6 billion IQD 2 billion 

Fifth class < IQD 3 billion IQD 1 billion 
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The second model adopted by some

international companies in setting up an

Iraqi limited liability company includes a

multi-level structure (as depicted in the

two charts below) intended to maintain

total ownership and control, as well as

limit liability. Tax implications on such

structures are fairly complicated, seeking

professional tax advice is highly

recommended.

Both models mentioned above (direct

ownership or an SPV structure) provide

for limited liability and ease of transfer 

of funds in and out of the country. This

transfer of funds can be in the form of

management fees, technical support

fees, and/or dividends. In all cases,

particular attention is required to

obtaining tax and administrative

clearances. 

Off-shore
outside Iraq

100% ownership

On-shore
inside Iraq

Ultimate parent
company

Foreign SPV

Iraqi limited
liability company

Subsidiary of 
Foreign SPV Off-shore

outside Iraq

100% ownership

On-shore
inside Iraq

Ultimate parent
company

Foreign SPV

Iraqi limited
liability company

The geopolitical scene in Iraq is
changing, and the coming months
could represent a turning point for
perspective businesses and investors
wishing to participate in the
reconstruction and rehabilitation 
of Iraq. 

One caveat to setting up

an Iraqi limited liability

company in Federal Iraq

is that a newly registered

entity must use an Arabic

commercial naming

scheme and cannot

utilize the global brand

name in its registration

documents. This

regulation is not

mandatory in the Iraqi. 



One caveat to setting up an Iraqi limited

liability company in Federal Iraq is that 

a newly registered entity must use an

Arabic commercial naming scheme and

cannot utilize the global brand name 

in its registration documents. This

regulation is not mandatory in the Iraqi

Kurdistan Region of Iraq. 

An alternative model, which is common

among large international companies

(such as Oil & Gas and related services,

and construction contractors) is to

establish a foreign branch that does not

require capital investment inside Iraq.

This is depicted in the two charts below:  

Construction contractors and foreign

branch registrations

Registering a foreign branch is often used

to evade the legal capital requirements

imposed on limited liability company

registrations, and is often used by

international construction contractors. It

is also advisable where the foreign brand

name is linked to the trade/activity and

where history and credentials of the

parent company are vital. Although this

approach would relieve international

companies of having to deposit large

sums of initial capital, it does increase

exposure to legal liability.

Conclusion

It is evident that the focus of the current

and future governments in Iraq will be 

on infrastructure projects and the urgent

need for new housing, roads and bridges,

and power, water and sewage plants. The

geopolitical scene in Iraq is changing, and

the coming months could represent a

turning point for perspective businesses

and investors wishing to participate in

the reconstruction and rehabilitation 

of Iraq. 

It is anticipated that the reconstruction

pool will be funded by different

stakeholders including international non-

governmental bodies. The US$400 million

recently approved by the World Bank for

the rehabilitation and reconstruction of

Mosul and the newly liberated areas in

Iraq, follows a first sum of US$350 million

approved in 2015 for an ongoing

emergency operation development

project.4

This clearly offers many opportunities

and a huge potential for prospective

investors as the National Board of

Investment in Iraq has affirmed and

highlighted over US$80 billion in

infrastructure projects over the coming

years.  

by Ayad Mirza, Country Managing

Partner, Iraq and Bahaa Arnouk, Senior

Manager, Audit, Deloitte Iraq

Endnotes

1. EITI – Overview of Iraq – eiti.org/iraq

2. www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-

factbook/geos/iz.html

3. www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-

factbook/geos/iz.html

4. www.worldbank.org/en/news/press-

release/2017/10/31/400-million-for-the-

reconstruction-of-mosul-and-newly-liberated-

areas-in-iraq
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Off-shore
outside Iraq

100% ownership

On-shore
inside Iraq

Branch of a foreign
company

Ultimate parent
company

Off-shore
outside Iraq

100% ownership

On-shore
inside Iraq

Ultimate parent
company

Foreign SPV

Branch of a Foreign SPV
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Global Powers of

Construction

Sukuk in focus

The necessity for

global common

practices
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Construction

Deloitte GCC Powers

of Construction 2017

If it’s fundable it’s

feasible

Islamic Finance

Scalable and

sustainable funding

source for social

infrastructure

Diversity

View from the top

What business

executives really

think about women

leaders in the GCC

Tax

New thought leadership 
publications from Deloitte

ME PoV provides you with a selection of Deloitte’s most recent
publications accessible on Deloitte.com

Middle East tax

handbook 2018

Expanding

perspectives and

possibilities

Financial Advisory

Middle East Real

Estate Predictions:

Dubai 2018

Navigating the year

ahead

Financial Services

Regulatory Barometer

Middle East 2018

Islamic Finance



Technology, Media and

Telecommunications

Predictions

2018 – Middle East

Edition
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2018
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the year ahead
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Millennial Survey

Millennials
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Global renewable

energy trends
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Consulting

EMEA Digital Banking 

Maturity 2018

How to become a

Digital Champion and

why only few

succeed?
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Quick links
deloitte.com/middleeast

Blog: deloittemiddleeast
matters.com

Twitter: @DeloitteME
@DeloitteMEjobs

Facebook: Deloitte Middle
East
Linkedin: Deloitte Middle
East company profile
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VAT in the GCC mobile app
Deloitte Middle East has developed the 'VAT in the GCC guide'

mobile app available in Arabic and English, to help teach, guide, and

influence businesses and individuals alike to understand VAT and its

impact. The app is free of charge and is easy to use. It offers a live

knowledge base where professionals can:

• Access essential VAT information anywhere using their devices 

• Get instant and live push notifications of any VAT developments

happening throughout the region

Download for ios                 and for Android
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